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                    WELCOME TO WHITE SWAN HOTEL

                
                
                    
The iconic five-star city-resort in the historic heart of Guangzhou

                
                
                    Majestically overlooking the scenic Pearl River from its location on historic Shamian Island, the White Swan Hotel is an oasis of tranquility amid the hustle and bustle of the city. As a welcoming entrance, the impressive Atrium lobby is an indoor microcosm of the lush landscapes of Southern China with a cascading waterfall over spectacular rockery.



First opened in 1983, the White Swan Guangzhou is one of the most recognized five star luxury hotels in China. Over the years, the hotel has received many heads of states, including Queen Elizabeth II, and is renowned for extending exceptional service to every guest.


As White Swan Hotel is newly renovated, the hotel in Guangzhou features 520 luxurious rooms and suites, over 2500 square meters of well appointed meeting and conference space, a two-level fitness center, a heated outdoor pool, an exclusive Spa sanctuary, designer shops, and a variety of excellent restaurants, bars and lounges. 


Timeless Grace...
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        EXPANSIVE VIEWS OF STAY-IN

        
        
        
        All 520 guest rooms and suites at White Swan Hotel have been designed with a unique elegance, and accented with thoughtful conveniences to make your stay pleasant and most comfortable. Room sizes vary from 60 to 90 square meters with expansive views of either the city or the river. 
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            [image: A wall-fixed TV by the bed in Standard Room at White Swan Hotel]
    
  

  
    
    
      
      
        Standard Room              
    

      
    
      The clean lines of this cozy room are enhanced by the impressive back drop of its surroundings, with far reaching views of Shamian and the Guangzhou skyline. 
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        Rates from  xxxx$
      

              
        Book now opens in a new tab
      
      

      

  

    

      
  
    
              
        
        
        
            [image: Bed & lounger, Deluxe Room with a city view at White Swan Hotel]
    
  

  
    
    
      
      
        Deluxe Room              
    

      
    
      Floor-to-ceiling windows frame a stunning panoramic view of the Pearl River or the Guangzhou skyline from a spacious and stylishly furnished room, accented by rich wood paneling and natural colors.
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                            [image: Breakfast table with city view at White Swan Hotel]
                        
                    
                
                
            

        

        
            
                
                
                
            
        
    






    
        
            
    





    
        
        AN EXQUISITE DINING EXPERIENCE

        
        
        
        Home to five outstanding restaurants and one stunning bar, we are Guangzhou’s premier gourmet destinations. The Jade River restaurant is a landmark for authentic Cantonese cuisine while Flavors of China specializes in provincial dishes. The River Café presents its sumptuous, international buffet in an impressive open-kitchen style setting. And the Silk Road Grill features the best of the West in a casual elegant setting. Indulge in culinary creations from our expert chefs, with impeccable service in beautiful surroundings – a sure recipe for an outstanding dining experience.



        
        
        
            
                
                    View all restaurants
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                                    Jade River                            

                        
                The Jade River is a true landmark in Guangzhou for authentic Cantonese cuisine with culinary specialties created by our master-chefs to sublime heights! 
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                                    Hongtu Hall                            

                        
                The traditional and elaborate Cantonese Dim Sums are freshly hand-crafted by the Dim Sum masters every day.
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                                    Flavors of China                            

                        
                Discover the allure of the Orient overlooking the famous Pearl River as you indulge in authentic provincial Chinese cuisines.
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                                    River Café                            

                        
                Home of Guangzhou's most impressive international buffet with life-action cooking stations
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                                    Lobby Lounge                            

                        
                Taste afternoon tea,cocktails and wines-while enjoying the pleasant scenery on both sides of the Pearl River, while listening to the gurgling water under the "Hometown Water" waterfall.
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                                    Silk Road                            

                        
                A premium restaurant provides customized service in a casual elegant setting and beautiful surroundings at the riverside.
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                                    Deli Shop                            

                        
                Offering a wide array of breads and cakes, as well as ice cream, chocolates and macarons, Deli Shop is a must for anyone loves delicacies.
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        OUR SPECIAL OFFERS
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    Wellness Package  

    
    When travelling, it is essential to have a sound and quality sleep experience.
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No.1, Shamian South Street

Guangzhou 510133, China


Tel: (86 20) 8188 6968 | Fax: (86 20) 8186 1188

Email: swan@whiteswanhotel.com
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